Abstract. The two-parent reproduction model of Derrida and Peliti is simulated on a rugged tness landscape. Fixed tness values for each possible genotype are assigned randomly, with all t individuals having the same probability of reproduction. The previously observed transition to a self-organized state of the population with less recombinational load, implies an abrupt change of genetic overlap distributions, showing up characteristics of a phase transition. A crossover variant of the model has a smoother transition to the adapted regime, with a residual collective adaptation for small values of the threshold in tness. When a geographical constraint (shortest possible distance) on pairwise reproduction in a population arranged one-dimensionally is imposed, a poised state results, suggestive of self-organized criticality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Some models proposed for molecular evolution have analogies in physics. Kau man's NK model 1] for evolution on rugged tness landscapes is identical to the random-energy spin-glass model 2] in the limit K = N 1. The NK model is related to another model for molecular evolution which is also a spin-glass analogy 3]. In another line of development, a model proposed by Derrida and Peliti for evolution on a at tness landscape 4] is analogous to the annealed random map model 5] . Drawing on such analogies, properties and solutions of the evolution models could be found.
Further developments of the models have introduced traits which to some extent have let go the analogy with disordered systems. Interest has centered on general properties of the evolution models as such. In the Derrida-Peliti model, traits like two-parent recombination 6], genetic overlap restrictions 7] , and a rugged tness landscape 8] have been introduced. The latter di ers from the NK landscape in that there are no epistatic interactions; each possible genome has a xed tness, which has been assigned randomly. For a recent review, see 9] .
Analogies with physics would be re-established on another level if the models could be shown to possess properties like critical transitions, self-organization 1], or even self-organized criticality (SOC) 10]. Indeed, a descendant of the Derrida-Peliti model has been shown 11] to possess an adaptation property reminiscent of the rst two. On the other hand, it has been claimed 12] that the NK model probably does not possess SOC.
The present paper addresses the two-parent version of the Derrida-Peliti model on a rugged tness landscape. The nature of the observed adaptation is studied, and a search for SOC in the model and variants of it is reported on.
II. MODEL A. Reproduction mechanisms
We consider a population made up of a xed number, M, of individuals whose genome is characterized by N binary units S i , with S i 2 f 1; +1g;
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In the original model with haploid reproduction 4], a new generation with M members is born from the one at time t with each new individual equal to its only parent G( ), except for mutations with a bare rate per genome unit: ). An extension of this model to twoparent reproduction was introduced subsequently 6], with two parents G (1) ( ) and G (2) ( ) of each new individual , chosen at random in the population:
The random variable i determines from which one of the chosen parents the i'th genome unit will be inherited. The two reproduction mechanisms were studied initially with a at tness landscape. In analogy with the theory of disordered systems, the necessity of introducing both a population average and a time average was stressed. The haploid version was shown 4] to possess most of the features of mean eld spin glasses, being equivalent to the annealed random map model 5]. The two-parent version was shown to have the same average properties as the haploid one, but with di ent characteristics of uctuations in genetic distance: In the in nite-population limit the uctuations disappear, and most of the analogy with disordered systems seems irrelevant in the two-parent case 6]. Analytical expressions for average quantities were derived in both cases.
The two-parent model described above was introduced as an analogy to sexual reproduction in biology (without two sexes). To get an indication of the in uence of the particular mechanism of two-parent inheritance on the results, in this paper we will also introduce a crossover model:
The value of the Heaviside function H determines the crossover point, the position of which is given by the random variable . With a nite genome length N, the speci cation is modi ed slightly so that each parent will pass on at least one genome unit, with each crossover point equally probable.
B. Restrictions on reproduction by genetic overlap, tness, and geography One measure of the genetic structure of the population is given by the distribution of the genetic overlap q between individuals and , which is related to their Hamming distance :
In the present paper, no restrictions will be put on the allowed values of q for a pair of prospective parents; we will consider the distribution of q under the in uence of tness constraints on evolution. In 7,13], however, the results of imposing a lower limit q 0 for the allowed overlap values in two-parent evolution on a at tness landscape have been studied in the in nite-genome limit. The nonlinearity introduced by the cuto in q prevents analytical solutions. Qualitatively, an ultrametric overlap distribution and uctuations similar to those of the haploid model was observed, inspiring a notion of species formation in the model. A recent paper 14] considers such a lower fecundity limit in a model with discrete geographical locations, and conjectures that the time scales emerging in the resulting speciation can be put in correspondence with palaeontological data. Introduction of natural selection can be made by ascribing xed tness values randomly to each of the 2 N possible genomes, and introducing a lower allowed tness value f 0 or a constant fraction m 0 of the population with the lowest tness values as un t for reproduction. For evolution on a rugged tness landscape of this type, with f 0 speci ed, and all t individuals having the same a priori probability of reproduction, the two-parent reproduction mechanism of eq. (3) shows 11] properties markedly di erent from the haploid one 8]: Depending on the values of f 0 and , in the two-parent case evolution can create a new regime of collective adaption with a higher frequency of t genotypes, thus introducing a notion of recombinational tness between pairs of individuals (a correlated variable) on an uncorrelated tness landscape. One purpose of the present paper is to investigate further the properties of the two regimes and the transition between them.
Geographical dependence can be introduced by arranging the individuals in one or more dimensions and imposing limits on the geographical distance between parents. In the simulations underlying this paper the one-dimensional case with periodic boundary conditions, with parents located as close to each other and to the new individual as possible, was considered as an alternative to random choice of parents.
The population description in eq. (1) can also be used for an introduction of a genome structure in the species evolution model of Bak and Sneppen 12, 15, 16] . By letting a genome de ne a species, ascribing a xed tness value to each possible genome as described above, and describing evolution as replacing the actually least t species and a xed number of others per time step, an equivalent to the Bak-Sneppen model is obtained. In the simulations underlying the present paper, the version with replacement of the least t one and its nearest neighbor on each side was considered.
III. SIMULATIONS A. Parameter speci cations and implementation details
In our simulations, the parameter values mostly used are M = 100; N = 22; = 0:015 (7) Comparisons for some other values were also made. Process averages were taken over 260000 time steps following initial relaxation over 60000 steps; in a region of slow convergence for the original model, 5 times as many steps were included in the average. Fixed tness values for the 2 N genotypes were assigned randomly over the interval 0; 1]. The fraction of un t genotypes could then e ectively be identi ed with the lower allowed tness value f 0 . The rand generator 17] of a Sun SPARCstation was used in the Monte Carlo simulations, including the assignment of tness. As a guard against spurious e ects of one particular choice of generator, checks with tness assignment using RAN2 or alternatively RAN3 18] were made. Initial genomes were assigned randomly; checks con rmed that assigning a common random initial genome to all individuals instead, made no di erence.
In the case with individuals arranged one-dimensionally, the parents of an individual in a given location were chosen as the preceding individual in that location and its nearest neighbor to a randomly chosen side. If the preceding individual or its neighbor were not t, successive random nearest-neighbor searches for t individuals were made, starting from the new individual's location, independently for each parent.
B. Two-parent reproduction, given lower tness limit Two-parent reproduction was investigated with both the reproduction prescription in eq. (3) Figs. 2 and 3 shows the actual distribution of tness values after reproduction, with eqs. (3) and (4) used, respectively, and f 0 as a parameter. The qualitative di erence observed below threshold in g. 1, present itself in the crossover model as a decreased tendency to produce o spring with tness value below f 0 . Fig. 4 shows distributions of q with eqs. (3) and (4), for four f 0 values close to the adaptation threshold. Another aspect of the collective adaptation shows up: As f 0 increases through the threshold, the peak in the overlap distribution moves from a low value to one close to 1. In comparison, except in the crossover region the di erence in distribution between the original model and the crossover model is small, although distinct. The crossover mechanism provides the more gradual transition to the collective adaptation regime, since some adaptation is present there for f 0 values where adaptation has not yet occurred in the original model.
C. Two-parent reproduction, given fraction of un t individuals
As a number constraint, the m 0 M least t individuals were considered un t for reproduction. With the parameter values used, the tness distributions became unstable and dissolved into a few spikes above the m 0 values 0:33 and 0:28 for eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. For smaller m 0 , the distributions for eq. (3) were at within plotting accuracy (cf. g. 2), while the curves for eq. (4) 
D. Nearest-neighbor reproduction
With a given lower tness limit, tness distributions like those in g. 3 for random choice of parents are obtained. The new traits are that this happens also for the original model (eq. 3), although with smaller jumps than for the crossover model; and that the transition to the regime of collective adaptation is even smoother than for the crossover model with random choice of parents.
Also with a given number of un t individuals, both models show up a rounded threshold in the tness distributions. Fig. 5 shows the crossover case. An abrupt transition to a spiky tness distribution again takes place when m 0 exceeds a certain value. New is that as m 0 increases towards that value, the threshold gets a proportionally larger displacement to the right, until it literally hits the right frame edge and the transition to a spiky distribution occurs. A smaller but still distinct displacement was observed when the original two-parent model (with eq. (3)) was used.
E. Species evolution model 
IV. DISCUSSION
For two-parent reproduction with a given lower tness limit, uctuations in the m 0 = m 0 (f 0 ) curve for eq. (3) close to the threshold in f 0 were observed, with a considerable dependence on the generator initialization values. The magnitude of such possible uctuations is shown by including the 'stray' value for f 0 = 0:44 in the gure (with another generator initialization value, the point moved upwards, giving a smooth curve). The irregularities in the corresponding curve in g. 1 of ref. 11] on both sides of the threshold can possibly be ascribed to such e ects. They may be interpreted as uctuations between the two di erent types of overlap distributions, caused by the nite M and N values. The results for the crossover case, eq. (4), showed less uctuations. The self-organization property occurring as a collective adaptation results in at process-averaged distributions in tness on both sides of the f 0 value, with a discontinuous jump in between. On the basis of the abrupt change of q distributions for the original model, and the uctuation property, we hypothesize that a dynamical phase transition occurs as f 0 increases through a threshold. Whereas the M value used in the simulations is slightly larger than that of ref. Neither the original mechanism nor its crossover variant should necessarily be considered close approximations to the replication strategy of terrestrial carbon-based life. Rather, they are candidates for optimization tools in generalized populations. We note that the recombinatorial load 19] would be most e ciently reduced with a crossover type strategy, for small values of the lower tness limit f 0 .
In ref . 7] where the limit N ! 1 was used, the q distributions appeared as consisting of one or more sharp spikes. With nite and low M and N values as in the present case, the distributions show up broad peaks, and q is no longer positive de nite.
The simulations described in sections III C, III D and III E searched for actual displacements of the threshold in tness of the type described in ref . 12] . Such an e ect was found only for nearest-neighbor reproduction in one dimension with a given number of un t individuals. (The other observed presence, in the Bak-Sneppen model with a genome, should be considered a trivial con rmation of previous results.) The threshold position was observed to be dependent on the values of the parameters in eq. (7) . In itself that is not an argument against SOC; in ref. 15 ] the threshold position was shown to depend on the number of changed species, and f. i. has a similar function in the present model, since it measures the amount of random input into the population per generation.
It therefore appears that at least in one dimension, geographical limitations on reproduction holds the possibility of inducing a poised state. In g. 5 this is seen as a translation of the starting point of the rise in the curve (for not too small m 0 ) to a tness value considerably above m 0 . Also the original model shows this e ect; the crossover model was chosen for the gure for maximum clarity. A poised state is one of the characteristics usually present in SOC. If further study should con rm also the presence of power laws, that would seem to be the rst instance of SOC in evolution models with a genome introduced on the individual level, and in particular for two-parent reproduction.
The 
